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Abstract. I develop a theoretical model of costly information acquisition in order to

evaluate transparency requirements in empirical research. A sender chooses an ex-

periment characterized by multiple dimensions, which determine its informativeness

and bias toward positive results. �e sender prefers that the experiment is (perceived)

informative, but faces an incentive to add bias. I demonstrate the receiver may prefer to

keep dimensions hidden, even those contributing to bias, despite preferring more infor-

mative experiments. �is occurs if the perception of bias is lessened when the sender

compensates along a dimension that is observed. I elucidate how complementarity

between dimensions underlies this result.
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Experimentation is multidimensional. In any empirical study, how much data were used, how
precisely the data were recorded, and how many tests were run all in�uence the informational
content of a given result. Some of these dimensions may involve costs, and though some may
be naturally observable to outsiders (e.g., sample size), others may not be (e.g., the universe of
possible speci�cations). �is paper asks whether an interested party always prefers to observe
more dimensions when observability is not all-or-none.

Costs and limited veri�ability are important elements of a variety of se�ings featuring infor-
mation acquisition. In this paper, I focus on one particular se�ing, namely empirical research.
I maintain this focus because, for empirical disciplines, the question of optimal transparency
over experimental conduct is particularly policy relevant. For instance, a common policy goal
related to transparency is to increase the use of pre-registration, whereby scientists describe
(at least part of) their planned research activities prior to actually undertaking experimentation.
Ioannidis et al. (2014) advocate this goal. �eir view is that a lack of transparency, due to di�-
culties associated with veri�cation, contributes to the incidence of false positives. �ough some
experiment dimensions may be veri�able in any case, pre-registration is viewed as one way of
making others (e.g., the choice of speci�cations) veri�able as well. Pre-registration has also been
considered in economics (Miguel et al. (2014), Co�man and Niederle (2015), Olken (2015)), with
similar motivation. But establishing transparency is the goal of various policies; others Ioannidis
et al. (2014) mention include providing access to code or data, or strengthening review among
funding agencies. Such proposals could be considered by any empirical discipline.

�is paper develops a simple theoretical model of information acquisition featuring the afore-
mentioned multidimensionality in experiment choice. I also explain how it helps answer practical
questions related to transparency, such as which aspects of empirical analyses should be registered.
In my model, a sender (she) chooses an experiment (at a cost) that is characterized by a vector of
actions, and produces an observable outcome that is seen by a receiver (he). �e experiment is
of interest to the receiver because it provides information on his returns to e�ort. �e sender, in
turn, is interested in in�uencing the receiver’s e�ort level.

For a concrete story, take the sender to be a scienti�c researcher such as a cancer geneticist,
deciding how much data collect and whether to engage in speci�cation searching. Suppose
the experiment suggests whether a form of cancer can be a�ributed to a particular gene. A
drug developer (with whom the geneticist has no formal relationship) observes the experiment’s
outcome, and decides how hard to work on curing the disease by targeting the gene. �e more
optimistic he is of a connection, the harder he works. �e scientist may receive an exogenous
bene�t (e.g., prestige) if the disease is successfully cured. �ough the developer provides no
explicit incentives, the scientist cares about developer e�ort.

I model transparency as a policy, implemented by a third party (e.g., funding agency), that
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makes certain dimensions of the sender’s experiment observable to the receiver. I show that if
experiments have costs, then whether a transparency requirement bene�ts the receiver depends
on the complementarity between di�erent research actions. Simply put, the core insight is that
the need to establish experiment credibility under limited transparency can induce a sender to incur
costs she would avoid under full transparency. �is observation depends on twin features of the
sender’s problem: �e incentive to acquire information, and the loss of credibility under limited
transparency.

�is credibility loss arises because the sender does be�er (ex-post) following a positive result
rather than a negative result—for instance, due to higher receiver e�ort. Unobserved choices
will thus be assumed simply to maximize the probability of a positive result, even at the expense
of informativeness. Due to her preference for more informative experiments, this lowers her
expected payo�. So, if it is possible to increase an action along an observable dimension—e.g., via
more sophisticated data collection—limited transparency can induce the sender to do so if this
eliminates the perception of bias. If choices were exclusively along a dimension that increased
bias and decreased informativeness, full transparency would be receiver optimal. With multiple
(and varied) dimensions, a compensation channel emerges that may undo this conclusion.

More generally, I highlight that the di�erence in equilibrium experiment choice across trans-
parency regimes depends on two factors: First, whether transparency over a given dimension
induces higher actions holding others �xed, and second, the complementarity between that di-
mension and others. I refer to the �rst as the direct e�ect and the second as the indirect e�ect.
While the key forces are illustrated simply in Section 2, the general framework shows how the
results vary across experimental se�ings and possible incentives. In particular, if the environment
features opposite complementarity from that described in the previous paragraph, the opposite
conclusion emerges: the loss in credibility discourages information acquisition.

�ough I relate these results to prior work in the conclusion, I highlight that the dichotomy
between the direct e�ect and the indirect e�ect relies upon a multidimensional experiment choice.
While non-transparency is optimal in other se�ings previously considered, the fact that my result
supports limited transparency (as opposed to non-transparency) is a distinguishing feature. My
model also accommodates reasonably general preferences, re�ecting some variation in scientist
incentives in practice.

A�er introducing the model in Section 1, Section 2 illustrates intuition in an example. General
results are in Section 3. I discuss assumptions, literature, and policy implications in Section 4.
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1. MODEL

A sender conducts an experiment that provides information on a state θ ∈ Θ which is of interest
to a receiver. I assume |Θ| <∞, with both parties initially sharing a full-support common prior
over Θ, denoted by p0. A�er observing the outcome of the experiment (as well as all or part of
the experiment choice, as explained below), the receiver chooses an action e ∈ [e, e] and obtains
a payo� UR(e, θ) that is continuous in e. I assume that UR

ee(e, θ) < 0, for all θ. Note that this
implies a uniquely optimal choice of e, for every possible belief over Θ.

�e sender’s experiment choice is parameterized by a tuple a = (a1, a2), resulting in cost
cS(a).1 When experiment a is chosen, a function I(a) : Θ→ Y determines a distribution over
outcomes that will be observed by the receiver. I will focus on the case where Y = {0, 1},
interpreting y = 1 as a positive result and y = 0 as a negative result. I take each ai ∈ {0, 1}, and
refer to the set of signal distributions and the associated costs as the experimentation technology.
If the receiver chooses e with beliefs over Θ given by p̂, then the sender’s ex-post payo� is given
by US(e, p̂, θ) − cS(a), which I assume is continuous in p̂ and e for all θ.2 I will o�en suppress
the dependence of US on e, using my previous observation regarding the uniqueness of e(p̂). My
results in Section 3 will discuss how optimal transparency depends on experiment costs, but I will
normalize cS(0, 0) = 0 throughout. To maintain generality, I will therefore not impose cS(a) ≥ 0.

My interest is in the problem of a third party, solely interested in the welfare of the receiver,
that can dictate whether the receiver observes a2. I assume that the sender cannot make a2
observable unless the third party requires it. Alternatively, one could assume the existence of
�xed costs of transparency for the sender, which would make revealing actions prohibitive. �is
would not change this paper’s results. If a2 cannot be observed or veri�ed, I refer to the regime as
limited transparency. Full transparency refers to a regime where both dimensions are observed.

Fi�ing this to the story from the introduction, imagine θ determines whether a gene is respon-
sible for a disease, with a geneticist’s experiment providing information about this association.
While some experiment dimensions may necessarily be veri�able (e.g., sample size), whether
others are (e.g., the set of control variables considered) may depend on the policies of a funding
agency or professional association. It may be impossible or di�cult for the geneticist to indepen-
dently make those veri�able. A developer may use the information provided by the experiment to
decide how many resources to expend on targeting the gene, knowing that the bene�ts depend on
θ. While the developer may want to maximize returns, the geneticist may care about recognition
associated with a cure, or simply the belief that the gene is important.

For expositional simplicity, I will assume a particular preference ordering over experiments (a

1�ere is no conceptual di�culty in allowing for more dimensions; 2 is for simplicity.
2All results are maintained sender’s payo�s are 1[p̂[θ] > p0[θ]] ·US(e, p̂, θ), accommodating a discrete preference for
positive results, for instance.
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primitive of the environment):

Assumption 1. Sender and receiver share the same preferences over (a1, a2) in the absence of
experiment costs, strictly preferring higher actions in the �rst coordinate and lower actions in the
second.

I defer a discussion of these assumptions to Section 4.1.

2. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

Consider the following speci�cation of the model, with θ ∈ {T, F} (e.g., a hypothesis is true or
false) and P[θ = T ] = 1/4. Suppose the receiver subsequently chooses e at cost e2, which leads to
a bene�t of 2 with probability e if θ = T and no bene�t if θ = F . �e sender obtains a bene�t of 1
with probability e if θ = T and no bene�t if θ = F , and does not incur the receiver’s e�ort costs.

Given the sender’s choice of (a1, a2) ∈ {0, 1}2, suppose y is drawn as follows:

P[y = 1 | θ = T, a1 = 0, a2 = ã] = 2/5 + (1/10)ã, P[y = 1 | θ = T, a1 = 1, a2 = ã] = 4/5,

P[y = 1 | θ = F, a1 = 0, a2 = ã] = ã/6, P[y = 1 | θ = F, a1 = 1, a2 = ã] = 0.

Finally, take the sender’s cost function to be of the form cS(a1, a2) = c · a1.
Before turning to whether the receiver is be�er o� observing (a1, a2) or exclusively a1 (and in

particular, how this depends on c),3 I highlight two important features of this speci�cation. �e
�rst is that an experiment with a1 = 1 is more informative than an experiment with a1 = 0. �e
second is that increasing a2 increases the probability of y = 1 in both states if a1 = 0 (that is, it
biases the experiment toward y = 1), and has no impact if a1 = 1.

I compute the receiver’s payo� as a function of the sender’s experiment, πR(a1, a2), assuming
full transparency. If the receiver’s belief that θ = 1 a�er seeing y is p̂a(y), his optimal e�ort is
e(p̂a(y)) = p̂a(y), yielding payo� p̂a(y)2. Involved but routine calculations show:

πR(0, 0) =1/8, πR(0, 1) = 1/12,

πR(1, 0) =1/5, πR(1, 1) = 1/5.

Not surprisingly, the receiver does best when the sender chooses a1 = 1, and does worst when
a1 = 0 and a2 = 1.

Provided sender’s choice is correctly inferred, her payo� can be wri�en πR(a1, a2)−c1[a1 = 1].
�is holds due to the following Lemma, with Eθ∼p̂a

[
US(p̂a, e(p̂a), θ)

]
= p̂ae(p̂a):

3One can show that observing neither a1 nor a2 is never receiver-optimal in this example.
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Lemma 1. In any pure strategy equilibrium, the sender’s payo�s can be wri�en as:

Ey∼I(a)
[
Eθ∼p̂a(y)

[
US(p̂a(y), e(p̂a(y)), θ)

]]
− cS(a).

Proof. By writing out the de�nition of the conditional expectation, we have:∑
θ

P[θ] · Ey[US(p̂a(y), θ) | a, θ] =
∑
θ

P[θ]
(
US(p̂a(1), θ)P[1 | θ, a] + US(p̂a(0), θ)P[0 | θ, a]

)
=
∑
θ

(
US(p̂a(1), θ)

P[θ]P[1 | θ, a]

P[1 | a]
P[1 | a] + US(p̂a(0), θ)

P[θ]P[0 | θ, a]

P[0 | a]
· P[0 | a]

)

= P[1 | a]

(∑
θ

US(p̂a(1), θ)p̂a(1)[θ]

)
+ P[0 | a]

(∑
θ

US(p̂a(0), θ)p̂a(0)[θ]

)
= Ey[Eθ∼p̂a(y)[US(p̂a(y), θ)]],

where the third line uses that the experiment is correctly inferred in order to substitute for the
receiver’s beliefs, as desired.

While this Lemma is essentially a version of the Law of Iterated Expectations, it di�ers because
it distinguishes between the experiment chosen by the sender and the experiment inferred by the
receiver.4 Precisely, the key part of the Lemma is that the expectation over states is taken with
respect to the receiver’s beliefs. �is requires that a is correctly inferred, a necessary assumption.
Using an observation from the persuasion literature—that information acquisition is incentivized
whenever the sender’s payo� is convex in the receiver’s posterior belief—we conclude information
acquisition is incentivized whenever Eθ∼p̂a

[
US(p̂a, θ)

]
is convex in p̂a, which holds here.5

Now, notice that there exists an intermediate range of experiment costs where limited trans-
parency (i.e., a1 observable and a2 unobservable) is strictly receiver-optimal. In particular, when
c ∈ (3/40, 7/60), the equilibrium experiment of the sender involves a1 = 1 if and only if a2 is
unobservable. If a2 were observable, then the sender would always prefer to set a2 = 0 when
also choosing a1 = 0, as 1/8 > 1/12. But consider a sender choosing an experiment when
a2 is unobservable to the receiver. If she were to pick a1 = 0, then knowing a2 would not be
directly observed, she would also choose a2 = 1. Indeed, the receiver always chooses higher e�ort
following y = 1 compared to when y = 0. And the sender, in turn, prefers that the receiver choose
4I am not familiar with other papers that rewrite sender preferences using this trick—that is, via the Law of Iterated
Expectations with respect to receiver beliefs. But the use of belief-based approaches to describe information structure
choice (e.g., following Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) or Dewatripont, Jewi� and Tirole (1999)) is very common,
even without appealing to a result of the form of Lemma 1.

5�adratic receiver costs are convenient for illustration, since then the relevant informativeness measures actually
coincide for both parties. Note that Eθ∼p̂[US(p̂, θ)] = Eθ∼p̂[UR(e(p̂), θ)] if this example is modi�ed so that both
parties obtain 0 following a negative result (Footnote 2); for instance, if positive results are necessary for receiver
awareness of the decision. However, with these preferences, payo�s are not convex in receiver’s belief.
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higher e�ort, since she does not internalize this cost. So if the receiver’s beliefs cannot respond to
the choice of a2, then the sender simply chooses the action that makes a positive result (i.e., y = 1)
most likely. �is means choosing a2 = 1. Intuitively, when a2 is not observed, the sender loses
credibility for scrupulousness when choosing a moderately informative experiment. In equilibrium,
the receiver realizes that the sender does be�er when the result is positive rather than negative
(but takes as given the observable dimension), and adjusts inferences accordingly.

So, there are three cases to consider. First, if c is small (i.e., smaller than 3/40), the sender
would never choose a1 = 0 anyway, as choosing a1 = 1 yields uniformly higher payo� no ma�er
what inference is made regarding a2. In this range, the transparency regime does not in�uence
the equilibrium experiment choice. On the other hand, if c is large (i.e., larger than 7/60), then
choosing a1 = 1 is simply too costly no ma�er what. In this case, the receiver strictly prefers
a2 observable; doing so allows the sender commit to choosing a2 = 0 as she prefers, increasing
receiver’s expected payo�s as well.

In the intermediate range, however, while a1 = a2 = 0 is chosen when a2 is observable to the
receiver, a1 = 1 is chosen when it is not. While the sender loses credibility for scrupulousness
when bias is not observed, she compensates by exerting costly e�ort. Since the sender has a
preference for more information, the only reason she would choose a less informative a1 would
be on account of costs. By making it impossible to commit to a2 = 0, the sender takes a costly
action which proves her scrupulousness. So even though having a2 unobserved induces bias given
a1 = 0, the experiment overall is more informative in equilibrium.

3. DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT

I now highlight properties of the environment yielding limited transparency as receiver-optimal
in the general model. �e �rst part of this classi�cation relates to the direct e�ect: How does an
action change on a given dimension when no longer observed, holding other dimensions �xed?
Of course, for limited transparency to induce more bias when a1 = 0, it must be that a2 = 0

under full transparency. If it is, then as argued in Section 2, an action that uniformly increases the
probability of a favorable outcome is encouraged when unobserved. More generally, the following
describes the incentive to add bias:

Proposition 1 (Direct E�ect). Suppose

cS(0, 1) > E[US(p̂(0,1)(y), θ) | a = (0, 1)]− E[US(p̂(0,0)(y), θ) | a = (0, 0)]. (1)
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If cS(1, a2) is su�ciently large, then a2 = 1 if and only if unobserved whenever, for all α ∈ [0, 1):〈
(US(p̂(0,α)(1), θ)−US(p̂(0,α)(0), θ))p0[θ], P[y = 1 | a = (0, 1), θ]−P[y = 1 | a = (0, 0), θ]

〉
> cS(0, 1), ∀α ∈ [0, 1).6

(2)

Proof. Under observability, a is chosen to maximize:

∑
θ

(
US(p̂a(0), θ) + (US(p̂a(1), θ)− US(p̂a(0), θ))P[1 | a, θ]

)
p0[θ]− cS(a).

�e hypotheses imply a = (0, 0) is the sender’s choice when a2 is observable, and that a1 = 0 in
both regimes.

Since p̂a(1) and p̂a(0) are constant for any deviation along a2 when unobserved, US(p̂a(y), θ)

is unchanged as well, so the payo� di�erence a�er deviating is entirely due to changes in P[1 | θ, a]

and cS(a). If the receiver conjectures that a2 = 1 with probability α, then the increased probability
of y = 1 following a deviation to a2 = 1 is (1 − α)(P[1 | a = (0, 1)] − P[1 | a = (0, 0)]). Since
the change in cost is (1− α)c(0, 1), the overall change in payo� is:

∑
θ

(
US(p̂a(1), θ)− US(p̂a(0), θ)

)
P[θ]·(P[1 | a = (0, 1), θ]− P[1 | a = (0, 0), θ]) (1−α)−cS(0, 1)(1−α).

Hence deviating to a2 = 1 is always strictly pro�table if and only if this is greater than 0 for all α,
as desired.

Aside from highlighting a geometric property responsible for signal distortion, Proposition
1 shows that the aforementioned credibility loss is entirely consistent with a preference for
information acquisition among senders. Information preferences depend on how the sender views
experiments ex-ante, but Proposition 1 shows that incentives to distort a signal are determined
by sender’s payo�s given y. �is observation implies the sender will increase a2 if it is costless
and increases the probability of a uniformly favorable outcome, as in Section 2. With general
preferences, the geometric property that determines the bene�t from added distortion is whether
the change in the probability of a positive result is in the same direction (weighted according
to p0) as the change in the payo� following a positive result. �e basic intuition is similar to
that underlying signal distortion in the career concerns literature, where agent preferences take
particular, speci�c forms.

Now I turn to the indirect e�ect, which describes how a1 adjusts when a2 is no longer un-
observed. �e fact that the sender may not be able to commit to picking her preferred a2 given
6Taking (0, α) to be the experiment where the sender chooses a2 = 1 with probability α.
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some a1 in�uences the incentives as they optimize over a1 as well. If other experiments are more
di�cult to bias, they become more a�ractive:

Proposition 2 (Indirect E�ect). Suppose (1) and (2) hold.7�en there exists ε1, ε2,M > 0 such that
ε1 < cS(1, 0) < ε2 and cS(1, 1) > M implies the receiver prefers to keep a1 hidden.

Proof. Let

ε1 = E[US(p̂(1,0)(y), θ)]− E[US(p̂(0,0)(y), θ)],

ε2 = E[US(p̂(1,0)(y), θ)]− E[US(p̂(0,1)(y), θ)].

Note ε2 > ε1 > 0 since E[US(p̂(1,0)(y), θ)] > E[US(p̂(0,0)(y), θ)] > E[US(p̂(0,1)(y), θ)]. �e same
argument from Proposition 1 shows that if cS(1, 1) is su�ciently large, then in equilibrium the
sender chooses a2 = 0 if a1 = 1 when a2 is unobserved (since then, deviating downward is always
pro�table). So given these parameters, the receiver’s most preferred experiment (1, 0) is chosen if
and only if the regime features limited transparency. �e result follows.

Proposition 2 argues that, in cases where unobservability does lead to distortion in a2, whether
a transparency requirement helps the receiver depends upon how other actions adjust in response
to this perception. �ese changes are what I refer to as complementarity. If the gain from
substituting via higher a1 is su�ciently large—which occurs when choosing a1 = 1 is not too
costly—the indirect e�ect can in fact overwhelm the direct e�ect. �e basic intuition is exactly
as in Section 2. Under the conditions in the proposition, though a1 = 1 is costly enough for the
sender to wish to avoid it when a2 is observable, it is valuable if it is more di�cult to distort than
the a1 = 0 experiment.

Furthermore, the intuition from the previous two proposition suggests a simple converse,
whose proof is omi�ed since the reasoning is identical:

Proposition 3 (Opposite Complementarity Yields the Opposite Result). Suppose:

cS(1, 1)− cS(1, 0) > E[US(p̂(1,1)(y), θ) | a = (1, 1)]− E[US(p̂(1,0)(y), θ) | a = (1, 0)], (3)

〈
(US(p̂(1,α)(1), θ)− US(p̂(1,α)(0), θ))p0[θ], P[y = 1 | a = (1, 1), θ]− P[y = 1 | a = (1, 0), θ]

〉
> cS(1, 1)− cS(1, 0),∀α ∈ [0, 1), (4)

7�is result would also hold if (2) only held for α = 0, provided additional structure ensured E[US(p̂(0,α)(y), θ)]
were decreasing in α.
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and

cS(1, 1) > E[US(p̂(1,1)(y), θ) | a = (1, 1)]− E[US(p̂(0,0)(y), θ) | a = (0, 0)]. (5)

�en there exists ε andM such that, whenever c(1, 0) < ε and c(0, 1) > M , a1 = 1 if and only if a2
is observed.

�e hypotheses of Proposition 3 require that low a1, rather than high a1, is more resistant
to bias. �e complementarity is thus the opposite as in Proposition 2. And the argument for
transparency is more dramatic than simply preventing bias: it is necessary to establish credibility
in the �rst place. �e opposite complementarity implies more ambitious experiments (i.e., higher
a1) are less credible. If less ambitious experiments have less scope for bias, then they are favored
under limited transparency.

4. CONCLUSION

4.1. Discussion of Assumptions

Assumption 1 is made primarily to streamline exposition to focus on cases where limited trans-
parency has bite, and to tie equilibrium behavior to receiver welfare. It is not hard to see how
the equilibrium outcomes would change without it. �e assumption on the receiver’s preferences
ensure that distortion is harmful and compensation is helpful. �e assumption on sender’s prefer-
ences ensures that transparency has an impact, and that indeed sender is induced to choose a1 = 1

when (0, 0) is not credible. �at said, notice that Assumption 1 easily holds in many se�ings
considered in the literature. Information preferences are aligned if US(e, p̂, θ) = −(e−θ−b)2 and
UR(e, θ) = −(e− θ)2. By Lemma 1, the same is true in Section 2 for any receiver cost functions
where pe(p) is convex8 if actions are Blackwell ordered.

Of course, what ma�ers most is what holds in the application; it seems uncontroversial to
argue that the �rst order con�icts between producers and consumers of research is the time
and e�ort that experimentation takes. �is is not necessarily inconsistent with, for instance,
an intrinsic preference for positive results. But if limited transparency means researchers lose
the ability to choose their preferred experiments, why do they not “self-impose” transparency?
Answering this question convincingly is beyond the scope of this paper, but many actually do when
straightforward. Venues such as the AEA hypothesis registry and aspredicted.org are commonly
used even without formal requirements. However, this may not be enough with many possible
contingencies to describe or if steps are di�cult to verify. Planning costs appear to be the simplest
explanation regarding why they are not used more thoroughly, at least for a �rst pass. Note that
8For instance, with e�ort costs ken for any n > 1, where k ensures only interior e�ort is chosen.
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these planning costs would need to be taken into account in order to describe sender welfare across
regimes.

Notice that Assumption 1 is violated if US(p̂, θ) is state independent and linear in the belief,
which is satis�ed by preferences considered in several papers in the career concerns literature (e.g.,
in Holmström (1999) or Dewatripont, Jewi� and Tirole (1999)). With these preferences, Proposition
2 would not hold, for a subtle reason: while the incentive to bias is present, the incentive to incur
additional costs to avoid it is not. Notice that this suggests limited transparency is not e�ective at
inducing a more informative experiment if the sender is weakly risk averse over beliefs regarding
the state, an observation I return to in Section 4.3.

�e model is deliberately simple to highlight the role of complementarity most clearly. For a
more complete model, one may desire a richer experiment set or more possible signal realizations.
�e simple model avoids technical issues which would then emerge related to equilibrium existence
under limited transparency. �e binary signals assumption is simple to relax (by itself), although
expressing (2) is harder to interpret. �ough not conceptually di�cult, classifying results as
“favorable” or “unfavorable” is more cumbersome when |Y | > 2, without further restricting US .
�at said, the preference for statistically signi�cant results seems to be common across disciplines
(see Andrews and Kasy (2019) for a discussion).

4.2. Relation to Prior Work

�e limited transparency benchmark corresponds to a version of costly persuasion with partial
veri�ability. �e sender commits to the dimensions of the experiment that are observed, but can
manipulate the dimensions that are unobserved. Without costs or restrictions on experiment
choice, a fully observable experiment would make my model a special case of Bayesian Persuasion
(Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011)); a fully unobservable experiment would make my model a special
case of cheap talk (Crawford and Sobel (1982), Lipnowski and Ravid (2018)).9 Costs have been
introduced to both Bayesian Persuasion and cheap talk elsewhere,10 as have various forms of
intermediate commitment.11 Note that both modi�cations are crucial; without costs and under
Assumption 1, the sender would always choose the most informative experiment under full
transparency, but may add bias under limited transparency.

A number of theoretical papers (with di�erent applications) have illustrated that limiting
9 �e connection to cheap talk may not be obvious, since these models typically have the sender choose a message
and not an experiment. However, Lipnowski and Ravid (2018) argue that one can equivalently formulate the sender’s
problem in cheap talk as an experiment choice subject to a consistency condition.

10See Gentzkow and Kamenica (2014) for Bayesian Persuasion; Argenziano, Severinov, and Squintani (2014) and Pei
(2014) for cheap talk.

11See Lipnowski, Ravid and Shishkin (2018), Nguyen and Tan (2018), Guo and Shmaya (2017) or Min (2017). Also
relevant are papers where signals can be distorted in particular ways, such as fraud as in Lacetera and Zirulia (2008),
or selective disclosure as in Henry (2009) and Felgenhauer and Schulte (2014).
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transparency can be optimal in principal-agent problems with limited commitment. By making
aspects of the agent’s problems unobserved, it becomes easier to commit to ex-post suboptimal
actions that provide bene�cial incentives ex-ante. Results of this form can be found in Prat
(2005), Angelucci (2017), Cremer (1995) and Bergemann and Hege (2004). Indeed, in Section 2,
the receiver’s optimal policy with commitment would be full transparency with ea(p̂) = 0 for all
a 6= (1, 0).12 But with single-dimensional e�ort (as these papers all feature), it is hard to see how
their channels qualify as substitution. For me, the ability to veri�ably compensate for a loss of
credibility drives the result.

�e career concerns literature (following the seminal work of Holmström (1999)) shows how
limited observability leads to signal distortion (under particular assumptions on preferences),
analogous to adding bias in this paper. As far as I know, my limited transparency benchmark—and
in particular, the corresponding compensation channel—has not been considered previously in
this literature. Closest is Dewatripont, Jewi� and Tirole (1999), who consider an agent choosing a
multidimensional action in a general informational environment, comparing marginal incentives
as more information about the state becomes available. Instead, I compare incentives under
di�erent assumptions regarding observability of the agent’s actions.13 �eir results thus only
speak to the direct e�ect.

Lastly, several papers in economics study incentives in academic publication, cautioning
against associating false positives with problems in scienti�c conduct. Glaeser (2006) studies the
incentives behind false positives, and argues that eliminating them may be socially harmful. His
focus is instead on the incentives to choose novel hypotheses with exogenous value. Di Tillio,
O�aviani and Sørenson (2017, 2018) similarly develop a Persuasion model to study publication
bias. Di Tillio, O�aviani and Sørenson (2018) in particular compares observed versus unobserved
selection (in a model with a single-dimensional action) and argues that the observer may be be�er
o� when selection is unobserved. �eir focus is on the underlying results distribution, and not
substitutability per se. Needless to say, this is an application deserving of much more work.

4.3. Policy Implications

�is paper can help reconcile divergent views regarding whether the presence of biased research
designs should prompt policy responses. For example, though Ioannidis et al. (2014) raise alarm
regarding the prevalence of biased experimental designs, Glaeser (2006) argues that bias per se
need not be problematic if it is correctly taken into account by consumers of research. Both of
12As mentioned, I am primarily interested in cases where no formal relationship between sender and receiver exists,

e.g., sender is an independent university researcher.
13�ese are certainly related, as additional information about ability may in�uence beliefs on how much e�ort was

exerted. But it is not nested as a special case, since they require the additional information to be a�liated with the
state conditional on the action.
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these perspectives are consistent with the result in my paper, depending on complementarity in
the type of research activity. While I do not claim that my simple model perfectly captures this
multifaceted application, I am able to provide some explicit policy guidelines that my model lends
support to, but which I believe would be di�cult to arrive at without it.

First, the impact of transparency requirements may di�er depending on the stage of a re-
searcher’s career. �e reason is that the prominence of the substitution channel depends on the
importance of follow-on work relative to perceptions themselves. If less established researchers
are more risk averse over perceptions, then the credibility loss need not induce costly actions
which add informativeness, since bene�ts to additional informativeness in the �rst place are
diminished. Di�erences in the importance of follow-on work relative to perceptions across career
stage may in�uence optimal transparency.

�e idea that marginal incentives for biasing is higher among less established researchers
is supported by the empirical analysis of Brodeur et. al. (2016). �ey �nd (using economics
publication data) that results are more likely to be in�ated across a variety of variables which
proxy for seniority (age, membership on editorial boards, and tenure). �is is consistent with my
model, and my theoretical framework translates this observation into a policy recommendation:
if more established researchers have a greater incentive to counteract the perception of bias, then
the compensation e�ect is more likely to dominate biasing incentives.

Next: Are consumers of research be�er o� when plans for running robustness checks are
veri�able? I argue that the answer to this question is generally no. To see why, note that ambitious
experiment speci�cations typically leave less room for stones to be unturned, since anything
that could be done is likely in the end product. If experiments have a larger degree of underlying
informativeness (e.g., due to a large quantity of data and careful design), then they are less
susceptible to discretionary choices by researchers regarding possible alternative explanations
(provided there is some limit to the number of potential discretionary choices). In other words,
a more informative experiment is less susceptible to omi�ing the most troubling robustness
checks. Making the set of possible robustness checks observable would discourage scientists from
compensating for the corresponding credibility loss via ambitious designs, by eliminating the
need to veri�ably demonstrate that discretion in checking results was not used.

Now consider the same question, but le�ing a1 denote the relevant explanatory variables
collected during the experiment and used in the empirical speci�cations. �e same logic from the
previous paragraph gives the opposite conclusion here. �e reason is due to opposite complemen-
tarity. If only a few variables are collected, then there is less discretion by researchers and hence the
results are less susceptible to bias. On the other hand, large experiments with many explanatory
variables are more susceptible to these discretionary choices; with more variables, there are more
possible interactions (and hence choices) regarding what to focus on. �is suggests that in this
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instance, the less informative experiments are less susceptible to bias. �e ability to prove that the
experiment is scrupulous is necessary for the ambitious, informative experiment to be done in the
�rst place. Otherwise, the inference would be that a positive result were cherry-picked.

In fact, many registration activities that been promoted in economics have focused on reg-
istering explanatory variables (Olken (2015)). Despite the potential for limited transparency to
induce more informative experiments in Section 2, it demotivates researchers from undertaking
large designs. �e main punchline of this paper thus seems consistent with some existing policies,
though the added formality clari�es the appropriate boundaries.
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